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ABSTRACT

Mobile, wearable, and other ubiquitous computing devices
are increasingly creating a context in which conventional keyboard and screen-based inputs are being replaced in favor of
more natural speech-based interactions. Digital personal assistants use speech to control a wide range of functionality,
from environmental controls to information access. However,
many deaf and hard-of-hearing users have speech patterns that
vary from those of hearing users due to incomplete acoustic
feedback from their own voices. Because automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems are largely trained using speech
from hearing individuals, speech-controlled technologies are
typically inaccessible to deaf users. Prior work has focused on
providing deaf users access to aural output via real-time captioning or signing, but little has been done to improve users’
ability to provide input to these systems’ speech-based interfaces. Further, the vocalization patterns of deaf speech often
makes accurate recognition intractable for both automated systems and human listeners alike, causing traditional approaches
to mitigating ASR limitations, such as human captionists, less
effective. To bridge this accessibility gap, we investigate the
limitations of common speech recognition approaches and
techniques – both automatic and human-powered – when applied to deaf speech. We then explore the effectiveness of
an iterative crowdsourcing workflow, and characterize the potential for groups to collectively exceed the performance of
individuals. This paper contributes a better understanding of
the challenges of deaf speech recognition and provides insights
for future system development in this space.

Figure 1. Example interaction setup for our work. Here, a deaf or hardof-hearing (DHH) user interacts via speech with an intelligent agent (e.g.,
on a smartphone or Amazon Echo Show device). Based on the output of
a speech recognition process, the system either performs an action (e.g.,
turns on a light) or provides on-screen feedback. Because most automatic speech recognition systems are trained on speech from hearing
users, DHH users are often unable to use these devices effectively due to
a "deaf speech" accent. Our work explores the viability of using current
automatic and human-powered approaches to bridge this accessibility
gap, and suggests directions and insights for future work to create more
powerful and robust speech-based interfaces for DHH users.
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Speech is becoming an increasingly common means of providing input to computing devices in our daily lives. Companies
like Apple (Siri), Microsoft (Cortana) and Amazon (Alexa)
have popularized digital personal assistants that simplify interactions around daily tasks — such as setting timers, accessing
information on the weather, responding to messages, changing
the temperature in a room, and much more — via spoken natural language. Smartphones and in-home Internet-of-Things

(IoT) devices like the Amazon Echo Show and Echo Spot
provide visual feedback mechanisms that improve access for
those who cannot hear spoken responses. However there are
significant limitations to the speech recognition capabilities of
these automated systems for people with uncommon speech
patterns. As such, commands to these assistants are often met
by responses like "Sorry, I’m having trouble understanding
you right now. Please try again later."

This paper makes the following contributions:
• A characterization of existing approaches to deaf speech
recognition that use fully-automated approaches, individual
human contributions, or collective (crowd) input.
• An exploration of techniques used to improve human captioning performance on deaf speech input, i.e., speed modification, audio decomposition, and iteration.

Technical issues with speech-based interaction due to poor
speech recognition are inconvenient to the typical user, but
can be frequent enough to make these devices inaccessible to
many people who are deaf or hard-of-hearing (DHH). This
is because, depending on the recency and severity of their
hearing impairment, the speech patterns of DHH individuals can vary significantly from existing large-scale speech
datasets. As a result, their speech is not well-recognized by
automated speech recognition (ASR) systems trained on these
more common datasets. Initial results have demonstrated that
ASR and crowdsourcing approaches are far from recognizing
deaf speech accurately enough to provide transcriptions that
are usable in a real-world setting [3, 11].

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Prior research has attempted to make aural information accessible to DHH individuals, introducing real-time captioning
in classrooms [14, 34, 16, 15], wearable assistive technologies [28, 37], and novel speech-to-sign systems [8]. In contrast,
almost no work has been done to better handle the speech produced by DHH individuals or otherwise provide access to
these increasingly-ubiquitous speech-based interfaces. To inform future research in deaf speech recognition, this paper
explores the current scope of the problem, and seeks to better
understand aspects that future work may be able to leverage.
We first test ASR and individual crowd workers on transcribing
deaf speech, and find that crowd workers (individually) produce significantly better transcriptions than ASR (0.70 versus
0.54 word error rate, respectively). However, these word error
rates are too high to be used in real-world settings. We then
evaluate an iterative crowdsourcing approach to transcription,
and find that crowd workers in an iterative process generate
significantly better transcriptions than individual crowd workers for more intelligible deaf speech, but fail to improve quality
for less intelligible deaf speech. Finally, we explore how context, task decomposition, and speech rate can be leveraged
to potentially improve collective performance in future systems. Overall, this paper characterizes the problem of deaf
speech transcription, and empirically explores various inroads
towards a potential solution.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: (1) we
present background on deaf speech and existing automated
and crowd-powered systems for captioning; (2) we evaluate
automated and individual crowd worker approaches to speech
recognition as baselines for transcription of deaf speech; (3)
we present three studies to understand how (i) modifying clip
speed, (ii) breaking down audio into smaller segments, and
(iii) surrounding linguistic context, affect transcription quality;
(4) we evaluate the effectiveness of an iterative crowd-powered
workflow; and (5) we evaluate the baseline and iterative approaches in the higher-context domain of Alexa commands.

Our goal is to enable deaf speech recognition by speech-based
UIs to better support deaf speech. To do this, we apply crowdsourcing workflows to deaf speech transcription such that the
results can be fed as input to these devices. Our work extends
the literature on deaf speech and speech captioning. Below,
we discuss prior work in these domains.
Deaf Speech

Because deaf (and significantly hard-of-hearing) people are
unable to hear the speech produced by themselves and others,
and consequently lack direct feedback to their own vocalizations, their speech patterns often differ from those of hearing
individuals. Deaf speech refers to accented speech produced
by many individuals with partial or complete hearing loss.
The severity of this accent often depends on when the individual lost their ability to hear and the level of hearing loss.
Prior research studying the effects of deafness on speech have
classified common errors made by deaf individuals. These
include phonological errors such substitution, omission errors, and consonant-clustering errors [33]. These phonological
and articulation errors contribute negatively to voice quality
and speech intelligibility [29]. The pace of deaf speech is
also considerably slower, on average, than speech produced
by individuals without hearing impairments (hearing speech),
due to vowel prolongation and the insertion of extraneous
pauses [33]. This rhythmic inconsistency both within and
between individuals has been shown to hurt speech intelligibility [13]. Though experience does have some effect on
recognition, understanding deaf speech remains a challenge
to both experienced and inexperienced listeners alike [27].
We build on this literature by providing empirical results for
the application of existing transcription approaches to deaf
speech, and show that while these errors render automated
approaches inadequate, appropriate human computation workflows can be effective. Further, prior work has found that the
amount of linguistic context present affected how well a clip
could be understood [26, 27]. We extend this by exploring
how to progressively build linguistic context using an iterative
crowdsourcing workflow.
Automated Speech Recognition

Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) is popular for realtime captioning and is used in many current speech-based
systems, including personal assistants and other IoT devices.
It performs well in ideal situations with high-fidelity audio,
but its accuracy deteriorates quickly in real-world settings.
Since its underlying model is largely trained on hearing speech
patterns, it does not adapt well to heavily accented or deaf
speech. Prior work has studied the effectiveness of ASR on
speech that is more difficult to understand; for example, a

study with dysarthric speech found that the performance of
ASR on impaired speech was significantly affected by speech
intelligibility, severity, and intra-speaker variability [31]. Various approaches have been attempted to improve the accuracy
of ASR for dysarthic speech by reducing the influence of these
factors, such as pooling hearing speech data to improve acoustic models [36] and training several neural networks in parallel
to form array learners [35]. Approaches like these improve
the performance of ASR, but require substantial computing
power or special audio equipment, which is often unavailable
in IoT or mobile devices. There are instances where ASR
can be trained on the individual speaker’s specific acoustic,
pronunciation and language models to improve performance
slightly, but this is not readily available and is untested for deaf
individuals. We present results from testing Google’s speakerindependent speech recognition system on deaf speech.
Human Captioning and Crowdsourcing

In cases when automated approaches fall short, people have
also long been used for audio transcription and captioning
tasks [6, 17]. Professional transcription services like Communication Access Real-Time Translation (CART) are reliable
and produce transcriptions in real-time, but are too expensive for use in everyday settings (costing up to and exceeding
$150/hr). Crowd-powered systems with non-expert captionists
can lower this cost, supported by microtask marketplaces like
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk). These platforms provide availability with a large pool of crowd workers who can
be recruited on-demand [1] and engaged in continuous tasks
for flexible periods of time [20]. In an accessibility context,
crowds have been studied to provide intelligent access technology [4], answer visual questions [2, 12, 21, 38], and provide
real-time captions [17, 19]. Other paradigms like iteration
have been used to improve crowd performance in tasks like
deciphering blurry text, where parallel, independent workers
perform worse than workers in an iterative process [23]. This
paradigm has been applied to hearing speech transcription,
and shown to be successful (achieving 96.6% accuracy) [22].
In contrast to prior crowd-powered systems which provide
captions for hearing speech, this paper explores how crowds
can be used to transcribe deaf speech. Furthermore, we test
an iterative approach, making the conscious decision to characterize crowd-based approaches that are not real-time, in an
attempt to improve accuracy. Further, systems like Scribe [17]
and Adrenaline [1] suggest that reducing transcription time to
seconds, or even faster [24], is possible. However, given the
difficulty of accuracy at any speed that we demonstrate in this
paper, we leave real-time generation of deaf speech captions
as future work.
EVALUATION METRICS

We use word error rate as our primary metric to measure
the performance of current automatic and human-powered
approaches to transcribing deaf speech. In our experiments, we
use deaf speech examples gathered from the Clarke sentences
dataset [25].
Word Error Rate

Word Error Rate (WER) is a common metric used to evaluate
the performance of speech recognition and transcription sys-

tems. Derived from Levenshtein distance but on a word level,
WER measures the number of modifications needed to turn
a system’s output transcription (hypothesis) into the ground
truth transcription (reference), normalized by the number of
words in the reference. The hypothesis and the reference can
have different lengths, so they are dynamically aligned before
the minimum number of modifications are calculated. While
WER is technically an unbounded non-negative value, we limit
WER between 0 and 1 inclusive, so WER can be interpreted
as the percentage of incorrectness in a transcription.
Word Error Rate (WER) =

S+D+I
N

(1)

Equation 1 shows the formulation of WER, where S is the
number of substitutions, D is the number of deletions, and
I is the number of insertions, required to transform the target transcript to match the ground truth answer (which itself
has N words). When calculating WER, we removed punctuation, converted all text to lowercase, converted numbers
to their word representation, and removed any indications
of worker uncertainty in our data (e.g., "..." or "<unintelligible>"). No other processing (e.g., stemming, lemmatization)
was performed, and other equivalencies (e.g., abbreviation,
contraction, and acronyms) were ignored since these were not
common in the experimental dataset.
Clarke Sentences Dataset

We use the Clarke sentences dataset [25] to evaluate baseline
approaches and our proposed workflow. The Clarke sentences
dataset is a subset of a larger collection of audio recordings
from 650 DHH individuals who took the Clarke sentences intelligibility test. Examples of Clarke sentences include "Bobby
had hot cereal for supper" and "The water at the farm was very
warm." The number of words per sentence varies, but each
sentence has exactly 10 syllables. The dataset also includes
an intelligibility score for each individual, which was measured as the number of words out of 50 pre-selected non-stop
words recognized by a designated speech pathologist. The
intelligibility scores range from 0 to 50, with an intelligibility
score of 50 indicating the clip was generally intelligible, and
0 indicating the clip was completely unintelligible.
For our experiments, we selected five audio files from each
of three levels of intelligibility–30, 40, and 50–for a total
of 15 audio files. These files were split into 10 clips, 1 sentence per clip, for a total of 150 audio clips. We selected
batches of clips at discrete intelligibility levels to broadly observe the relationship of clip intelligibility and transcription
accuracy. We conducted a preliminary study with clips at intelligibility levels 10 and 20, and found that neither ASR nor
crowdsourced approaches could generate transcriptions for
these clips (WER for level 10: ASR=1.0, crowd=0.97; level
20: ASR=1.0, crowd=0.98). Further, of the 650 DHH individuals who participated in the Clarke sentences intelligibility
test, about 50% fell between intelligibility levels 40 and 50,
25% fell between intelligibility levels 30 and 40, and 25% fell
below intelligibility level 30 [11]. Given this, we leave intelligibility levels 10 and 20 for future work, as there is minimal
signal for those in even baseline speech recognition methods.

Figure 2. Word error rate (WER) distribution of transcriptions generated by individual crowd workers, separated by three levels of clip
intelligibility. A lower WER is better and indicates a more accurate transcription. More intelligible clips tended to have lower WER,
while less intelligible clips tended to have higher WER.

We construct our experimental dataset with clips at three discrete intelligibility levels–30, 40, and 50–encompassing a total
of ∼75% of DHH individuals.
BASELINE APPROACHES

We use automated speech recognition (ASR) and human transcription (via online crowds), two common methods for transcribing speech, as our baselines. Below, we present results
from running these two approaches on our selected Clarke
sentences dataset.
Baseline Study Setup

For the automated approach, we passed each clip to Google’s
Speech Recognition API and recorded the output transcriptions with the highest confidence scores. For the human computation approach, we recruited crowd workers on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk platform, filtered to those with over 95%
approval rating and located in the United States. Each worker
was shown an interface with a small set of media controls for
one audio clip, a text box, and a short snippet of instructions
asking them to play and transcribe the clip. Workers were
given no indication of clip content, but were told that the task
was expected to be difficult and that they should provide a
transcription to the best of their ability. In each crowd task,
a worker transcribed a total of five different clips selected
randomly from our test set. We did not allow the any workers
to complete the task more than once to avoid learning effects.
Each worker was paid $0.25 per task, an approximate pay rate
of $8.00/hour. We collected 5 crowd worker transcriptions
for each clip, for a total of 750 transcriptions (3 intelligibility
levels × 50 clips per level × 5 crowd worker transcriptions).
Baseline Results

Transcriptions produced by ASR and individual crowd workers
for deaf speech were poor quality, overall. ASR had an average
WER of 0.70 (σ = 0.31) and the crowd-powered approach had
an average WER of 0.54 (σ = 0.38). An independent-samples

Figure 3. A comparison of average transcription WER with automated and individual crowd worker approaches. A lower WER is
better and indicates a more accurate transcription. Overall, crowd
workers generated better transcriptions than ASR, with the difference more evident at higher intelligibility levels.

t-test shows that the crowd-powered approach has significantly
lower WER (t(807) = 4.94, p < .0001). While crowd workers outperformed ASR, the WERs of both approaches are too
high for any real-world scenario. To be usable in practice,
transcripts should not have a WER of greater than 0.25 [30];
however for IoT and mobile devices, the WER benchmark for
these transcripts may have to be significantly lower. To overcome the remaining gap between our baseline approaches and
acceptable error rates, the next section of this paper explores
more complex human workflows that engage groups of people
(e.g., crowds) to improve collective performance.
The Effect of Intelligibility on Error Rate

Audio clips with higher intelligibility levels tended to result
in better transcriptions. We conducted separate independentsamples t-tests with Bonferroni correction for both ASR and
individual crowd worker approaches. Transcriptions produced
by ASR had a significant difference in WER between intelligibility levels 30 and 40 (t(98) = 5.16, p < .0001), and levels 40 and 50 (t(98) = 5.39, p < .0001). Individual crowd
worker transcriptions also had a significant difference in WER
between intelligibility levels 30 and 40 (t(484) = 9.64, p <
.0001), and levels 40 and 50 (t(510) = 12.15, p < .0001). Figure 2 shows the overall WER distribution of crowd workers
on the Clarke sentences dataset for each intelligibility level,
and Figure 3 compares the WER of transcriptions for automated and individual crowd worker approaches. The WER
increased significantly with drops in intelligibility level (Figure 2)–transcriptions of both approaches at intelligibility level
30 had the highest WER.
Crowd workers performed increasingly better than ASR as
intelligibility level increased (Figure 3). Crowd worker transcriptions had 11%, 20%, and 43% lower WER than automatically generated transcriptions at intelligibility levels
30, 40, and 50, respectively. An independent-samples t-test
with Bonferroni correction conducted for each level showed
these differences were significant at intelligibility levels 30

(t(295) = 2.96, p < .005), 40 (t(331) = 2.99, p < .005), and
50 (t(321) = 4.70, p < .0001). A possible explanation is that
crowd workers are able to recognize words and patterns that resemble hearing speech in more intelligible deaf speech, while
ASR is less responsive to these similarities. This improvement
lessens with lower intelligibility, as it was more dissimilar to
hearing speech and thus less familiar to crowd workers.
Latency

Crowd workers are able to more quickly transcribe deaf speech
with increasing intelligibility levels. Their transcriptions took
57.3s (σ = 55.5s), 47.2s (σ = 36.7s), and 36.2s (σ = 36.5s)
at intelligibility levels 30, 40, and 50 respectively. A one-way
ANOVA showed a significant effect of intelligibility level on
transcription time (F(2, 781) = 15.19, p < .0001). Post hoc
comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated there was a
significant difference in transcription time between two pairs
of intelligibility levels, 30 and 50, and 40 and 50 (p < 0.05).
Random Sampling To Predict Worker Accuracy

Most crowdsourcing systems filter out responses from lowquality workers to improve average accuracy, often by inserting gold standard questions in the task and post hoc filtering
workers who fall below an accuracy threshold for these questions [5, 9]. We observed that for deaf speech transcription,
individual worker performance was fairly consistent across
all five clips they were each asked to transcribe: some performed well across all five clips (WER < 0.1), and others
poorly (WER = 1.0). Given this, we simulated the effect of
using worker performance on one clip as a gold standard to
filter or include the rest of their responses. We calculated a
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient analyzing the
relationship between one randomly sampled crowd worker
transcription (sample) and the rest of that worker’s transcriptions (outer). We used the baseline results as the dataset for
this analysis; since workers were given clips of varying intelligibility during that experiment, we measured performance
relative to the average performance for clips of that intelligibility. There was a positive correlation between the two variables,
sample and outer WER (r = 0.578, p < .0001). Figure 4 summarizes the results in a scatterplot. This suggests that filtering
based on worker performance on one clip could be used to
improve average transcription quality.
IMPROVING INDIVIDUAL WORKER PERFORMANCE

The baseline results show both automated and human transcription approaches are unable to recognize deaf speech, though
human computation significantly outperforms ASR. In this
section we study common techniques used in crowd-powered
speech recognition systems to evaluate their effectiveness for
improving improving the quality of deaf speech transcriptions.
Specifically, we study clip speed modification, audio decomposition, and best-case iteration.
For the following studies, crowd workers were recruited from
Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each crowd worker completed five
transcription tasks per HIT, and was paid $0.25 per HIT based
on a pay rate of $8.00/hour. To minimize learning effects,
crowd workers could only do one HIT for each study.

Figure 4. There was a positive correlation between the quality of one
randomly sampled transcription generated by a unique crowd worker
(sample), and the quality of the remainder of their transcriptions (outer).
This suggests that filtering based on worker performance on one clip
could be used to improve average transcription quality.

Speed Modification

We first explore whether changes in clip speed affect a crowd
worker’s ability to understand it. Prior crowd-powered captioning approaches have slowed down speech to allow crowd
workers to keep up with the audio stream [18]. However
deaf speech is generally 1.5× to 2× slower than hearing
speech [33], and prone to timing errors such as pauses and
irregular syllable duration [32]. Intuitively, transforming the
audio to a temporal structure similar to that of hearing speech
would make speech more familiar to non-expert listeners. We
explore the effects of both on the transcription quality of crowd
workers: slowing down and speeding up the audio clips.
Study Design

We selected five sentences from each of intelligibility levels 30,
40, and 50. New clips were generated by time stretching each
clip by a speed-modification factor of 0.7 to 1.5, in increments
of 0.1, giving a total of 135 clips. Each modified clip was
transcribed by 5 crowd workers, and we measured the accuracy
of the resulting transcriptions.
Results

We found that speed modification did not have a significant effect on the WER of crowd worker transcriptions at any intelligibility levels. We ran a one-way ANOVA for each intelligibility
level: level 30 (F(8, 216) = 1.09, p = .373), 40 (F(8, 223) =
0.30, p = .965), and level 50 (F(8, 226) = 1.70, p = .099).
This suggests that slowing down deaf speech might not be
needed because the main issue is not the ability to keep up
with the audio stream, but rather the intelligibility of the audio
itself. Similarly, for speeding deaf speech clips, our results
imply that a naive stretching of deaf speech to normalize speaking rate is ineffective. This is reasonable since the slower rate
of deaf speech is not due to an even prolongation of speech,
but rather a variation in vocalization and pauses.

Audio Decomposition

We next study how decomposing an audio clip of deaf speech
into shorter segments affects crowd worker transcription quality. Intuitively, there is a relation between a clip’s length and
the cognitive effort required for a worker to transcribe it. By
creating shorter clips, crowd workers may better focus on each
individual word. However, this decomposition can also remove linguistic context gained from the surrounding words,
potentialy resulting in adverse effects: lowering transcription
accuracy due to the need for workers to recognize words with
little or no context.
Study Design

We selected two clips for each intelligibility level 30, 40, and
50; each clip corresponds to one sentence. Each clip was split
manually at word boundaries into n clips with one word each,
and dn/2e non-overlapping clips with two words each (n = the
number of words in the sentence). In this way, a total of 71
decomposed clips were generated from our initial selection
of 6 clips. Each decomposed clip was transcribed by 5 crowd
workers. We evaluate the effectiveness of audio decomposition
using recall, defined as a proportion of the number of words in
the ground truth that were present in a worker’s transcription
to the total number of words in the ground truth.
Results

Overall, workers could recognize more given two-word segments than one-word segments. This difference was more
pronounced as intelligibility level increased. Table 1 shows
the average recall of worker transcriptions for clips split into
one and two word segments. Our results suggest that trying to
recognize deaf speech without sufficient linguistic context is
difficult, and that fine-grained task decomposition may have
adverse effects on deaf speech recognition.
Best-Case Iteration

Groups of crowd workers working together on a task are often able to perform a task better than any individual crowd
worker. Little et al. first introduced this iterative crowdsourcing paradigm for crowd workers in TurKit, and tested it on
the reconstruction of a hard-to-read handwriting sample [23].
Their results showed that while individuals performed poorly
in parallel (i.e., independently), asking workers to iteratively
build upon each other’s responses enabled the reconstruction
of most of the sample after about 15 steps. This approach is
successful because (i) individual crowd workers relay at least
some information to the next worker, despite poor overall performance at any one step, and (ii) people are able to synthesize
disjoint context clues in forming their own response.
Since transcribing deaf speech is a similar style of task to
reconstructing poor handwriting, i.e., difficult for any individual crowd worker but improved with additional context,
we hypothesize that iteration may be a viable approach for
improving our transcription accuracy. In this study, we test the
effects of varying the amount of linguistic context on the resulting transcription. We provide crowd workers with a partial
transcription and ask them to transcribe the remainder of the
clip. This simulates a hypothetical, best-case iteration scenario
in which a previous step in the iterative workflow produced an
incomplete but otherwise correct transcription.

1
2

I-30
.06 (.16)
.07 (.18)

I-40
.21 (.41)
.26 (.32)

I-50
.32 (.47)
.48 (.39)

Table 1. Results for the Audio Decomposition study, showing average recall and standard deviation by number of words in the audio clip. These
results suggest audio decomposition hurts transcription quality.

1
2
3
4

I-30
.58 (.50)
.58 (.45)
.56 (.36)
.57 (.36)

I-40
.79 (.41)
.72 (.37)
.70 (.37)
.67 (.25)

I-50
.92 (.28)
.87 (.27)
.91 (.15)
.94 (.13)

Table 2. Results for the Best-Case Iteration study, showing average recall
and standard deviation by number of redacted words. These results suggest crowd workers are able to gather lingustic context from surrounding words in a partial transcription, with minimal changes in recall with
1 to 4 redacted words.

Study Design

We selected two clips from each of intelligibility levels 30,
40, and 50; each clip corresponds to one sentence. All selected clips contained exactly eight words. In addition to the
baseline transcription interface, workers were given a partial
transcription of the clip with k consecutive words redacted
(1 ≤ k ≤ 4). For example, with the 6-word sentence "The dog
ran on the grass" and k = 4 redacted words, possible partial
transcriptions would be 1) "
the grass", 2) "The
grass", and 3) "The dog
". We collected responses
from 5 crowd workers for each unique redacted set of words
per clip, and measured recall for each response.
Results

We find that recall decreased only slightly as the number of
redacted words increased. Table 2 shows the average recall for
the redacted words. This is somewhat unexpected, but suggests
that the number of redacted words in a partial transcription
does not strongly affect crowd worker recognition. One reason
for this may be that crowd workers infer the redacted words
based on linguistic context alone, and use the audio clip to
filter between the reasonable words they had in mind. A caveat
to note here is that we provided the correct partial transcription
and the number of words left to transcribe as a starting point,
which is unlikely in a real system.
AN ITERATIVE TRANSCRIPTION WORKFLOW

The studies above show that iteratively refining transcriptions
using groups of crowd workers results in high recall for deaf
speech clips. However, the previous best-case iteration study
was performed under idealized conditions where the previous
step’s transcription was incomplete but otherwise correct. This
assumption affords information that would be unavailable in
a real iterative workflow, such as the number of words in the
clip and the relative positioning of words. Next, we test an
iterative transcription workflow in a more realistic setting.
Workflow Design

To more thoroughly evaluate the efficacy of an iterative crowdsourcing approach, we designed a study in which crowd
worker transcriptions were passed through a 10-step iterative
workflow. In each iterative step, five workers independently

Figure 5. WER of transcriptions from iterative versus baseline approaches: intel 30 (left), intel 40 (center), intel 50 (right). The quality of iterativelygenerated transcriptions quickly surpassed those from automated and individual crowd worker approaches for intelligibility levels 40 and 50. However
the iterative approach failed to produce better transcription at intelligibility level 30.

transcribed a given clip. The worker interface was similar
to the individual crowd worker baseline, except with a box
containing the previous steps’ five workers’ transcriptions for
that clip. We also provided instructions describing what the
transcriptions were and their purpose for the current iteration
step. In the first step of the iterative workflow, workers were
not given any previous transcriptions, making it analogous
to the baseline condition. We considered providing crowd
workers with some starting transcription (e.g., ASR output)
for the first iteration. However, prior studies have found that
crowd workers tend to give worse transcriptions if given poor
ASR output as a starting point [10, 17]. Therefore, we chose
not to provide automatically generated transcriptions for the
first set of workers.
In subsequent steps of the iterative workflow, crowd workers were given all five of the previous steps’ transcriptions.
We chose this fully-connected design purposefully to provide
additional context to crowd workers as they transcribed the
clip. With trade-offs in time and cost, this design allows for
more robust transcriptions and minimizes the effects of one or
more worker errors at each step. Some systems perform transcription aggregation via multiple sequence alignment [17],
and these algorithms tend to provide minor performance gains
when the transcriptions are reasonably accurate. We would
expect these alignment algorithms to perform poorly when
applied to deaf speech due to the transcriptions’ high WER
and variance.
Instead, our proposed iterative workflow uses human intelligence to perform implicit alignment. Prior work has shown
crowd workers are capable of identifying correct transcriptions while listening to the clip, more so than producing their
own correct transcription [3]. Human intelligence can readily
recognize sentences that are grammatically, structurally, or
semantically reasonable, quickly rejecting the sentences that
fail those qualifications. By providing crowd workers with five
previous transcriptions instead of just one, there is a higher
possibility of at least one accurate transcription, which the
crowd worker would be able to distinguish from the remaining
inaccurate transcriptions. This also allows crowd workers to
identify correct words within any of the transcriptions.

Experimental Setup

The original dataset tested in the baseline study consisted of
150 clips, 50 at each of three intelligibility levels. For testing
the iterative approach, we subsampled 10 clips from each of
the three levels, for a total experimental dataset of 30 clips.
We recruited crowd workers on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
platform, filtered to those with over 95% approval rating and
located in the United States. Each worker was paid $0.25 per
HIT, an approximate pay rate of $8.00/hour. Workers were not
allowed to transcribe any one clip more than once throughout
the ten steps of iteration.
All transcriptions were subject to the same post-processing
process used in previous studies before the evaluation of WER.
Results from iteration were compared against baseline results
for transcriptions of the clips selected for the iterative study,
rather than the entire dataset used in the baseline study. For
significance testing, we compare against the individual crowd
worker baseline approach because it had strictly lower WER
than the automated approach.
Iteration Results

On average, the WER of crowd worker transcriptions after 10
steps of iteration was 3% lower than transcriptions by individual crowd workers for intelligibility level 30, 52% lower
for intelligibility level 40, and 74% lower for intelligibility
level 50. Independent-samples t-tests found that the difference was not significant at intelligibility level 30 (t(93) =
1.00, p = .32), but was significant at intelligibility levels 40
(t(101) = 5.76, p < .0001) and 50 (t(99) = 4.18, p < .0001).
For intelligibility levels 40 and 50, transcriptions generated by
iteration had significantly lower WER than individual crowd
workers by iteration step 5 (at α = .001), and the rate of
WER began to plateau with later iteration steps. The largest
percentage decrease in WER occurred between iteration steps
1 and 2 for all intelligibility levels. Figure 5 shows the average
WER at each iteration step against the WER of the automated
baseline and the individual crowd worker baseline.
We tested whether an ideal number of iterations exists (i.e., a
convergence point for worker transcriptions) by calculating
cosine similarity for transcriptions between each iteration step.

Figure 6. Average vector cosine similarity of crowd worker transcriptions at consecutive steps of iteration. Transcriptions tended to converge
regardless of clip intelligibility and transcription accuracy.

For each clip, we aggregated the five worker responses into
a multiset, and used word multiplicity and ordering within
sentences to construct a vector. We calculated vector cosine
similarity between sentence vectors at each step, giving values
in the range 0 to 1, where a similarity value of 0 represents no
similarity between two sets of words, and a similarity value
of 1 represents two sets of words are identical. The similarity
between iteration steps 1 and 2 was .57 for intelligibility level
30, .62 for intelligibility level 40, and .81 for intelligibility
level 50. The similarity between iteration steps 9 and 10 was
.79 for intelligibility level 30, .91 for intelligibility level 40,
and .97 for intelligibility level 50. Because worker transcriptions had more word variance at lower intelligibility levels at
the beginning of iteration, the rate of similarity increase was
greater for lower intelligibility levels. Overall, the similarity
between steps had increasing trend, reaching 85% - 95% similarity for most clips after the tenth step of iteration. Figure 6
summarizes these results and illustrates the near monotonic
convergence of worker transcriptions.
LEVERAGING DOMAIN-SPECIFIC CONTEXT

We have shown iterative crowdsourcing is effective at generating transcriptions with lower word error rates than baseline approaches for the Clarke sentences dataset. In this section we return to our original motivation and evaluate automated, individual crowd worker, and iterative crowdsourcing
approaches for transcription of deaf speech in the domain of
speech-controlled devices.
Alexa Dataset

To simulate a real-world scenario, we use a dataset collected
by Bigham et al. with 10 of the most common commands to
an Amazon Alexa personal assistant, spoken aloud by a DHH
individual [3, 7]. Example commands include "Alexa, tell
me a joke" and "Alexa, play music by Pearl Jam." Unlike the
Clarke sentences dataset, these clips of Alexa commands have
no corresponding intelligibility scores. We used the Alexa
data because of the Amazon Echo’s popularity as a personal

Figure 7. WER of iterative versus baseline approaches for the dataset
of Alexa commands. The iterative approach produced transcriptions
with significantly lower WER than those produced by individual crowd
worker approaches. Further, the WER of transcriptions tended to decrease with each iteration step.

assistant device, and because most of Alexa’s functionality is
accessed via speech without other alternatives.
The Impact of Thematic Context

In contrast to the general Clarke Sentences, Alexa commands
are linked by a shared thematic context. More generally, personal assistants and other speech-controlled interfaces are
situated in known domains, with bounded natural language
inputs. These domain-specific devices can utilize their known
thematic context in improving speech recognition. Thematic
context can be similarly integrated in crowd-powered systems
since understanding and transcribing an audio clip may be easier if a general sense of the clip’s contents was known prior to
listening. In this study we test the effects of thematic context
on the accuracy of a crowd worker’s transcriptions.
Study Setup

We used the same transcription UI described in the individualworker baseline study. In addition, crowd workers were told
the clips were Alexa commands in both the instructions on the
task interface and in the task description on Mechanical Turk.
Results

Crowd workers who had thematic context, i.e., knew the clips
were of Alexa commands, had improved transcription quality over crowd workers who did not, suggesting that crowd
workers were able to internalize the additional context and use
it to guide their transcriptions. On average, transcriptions by
crowd workers without thematic context had a WER of 0.54
(σ = 0.39) and transcriptions by crowd workers with thematic
context had a WER of 0.40 (σ = 0.36), a relative improvement
of 26%. An independent-samples t-test shows that this improvement in WER was significant (t(129) = 2.11, p < .05).
Iterative Transcription for Alexa Commands

Next we compare our iterative approach to individual crowd
workers who were given thematic context (modified baseline
approach), using the Alexa dataset.

Results

On average, the iterative workflow generated 58% better transcriptions than the modified baseline approach on the Alexa
dataset. The iterative approach achieved the lowest average
WER of 0.17 (σ = 0.30) at step 10. An independent-samples
t-test showed this difference in performance was significant
(t(127) = 5.415, p < .0001). Figure 7 shows the average WER
for each approach, illustrating how average WER decreased
with each iteration step.
Automated speech recognition performed poorly on the dataset
of Alexa commands, with an average WER of 0.84 (σ = 0.32).
There was a greater difference between transcription accuracy
by ASR and individual crowd workers for Alexa commands
than for the Clarke sentences. This suggests that more specific
domain and inherent familiarity of the Alexa commands makes
it relatively easier for humans to transcribe deaf speech. In
contrast, ASR cannot distinguish between the two datasets and
generates transcriptions irrespective to variations in content of
the deaf speech.
Each transcription took an average of 33.4s (σ = 25.6s) per
clip in the crowd-powered modified baseline. For the iterative
approach, the longest average transcription time was in iteration step 2 with 45.3s, which was 37% higher than step 1 and
51% higher than steps 3-5. This increased latency may be because crowd workers in step 2 were the first to receive a set of
previous crowd worker transcriptions, which were often errorprone. Workers in subsequent steps had reduced cognitive
load since they received a more refined set of transcriptions.
Like the Clarke sentences dataset, crowd worker transcriptions
in the iterative approach converged quickly for the Alexa commands dataset. Cosine similarity started at .77 between steps
1 and 2, and peaked at .97 between steps 8 and 9.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

With iterative transcription, we observed a biasing effect
among crowd workers between steps. Since workers received
five previous transcriptions as a guide, a priming effect was
introduced that made their transcriptions closely resemble the
previous steps’. While this passing of context underlies the
effectiveness of iteration, it can also "trap" transcription accuracy in local maximum. Our results show that similarity
between worker transcriptions increases over multiple iteration steps, suggesting that workers independently converge
towards a transcription that they believe to be correct. Interestingly, while worker transcriptions converged at intelligibility
level 30, the transcription quality did not improve. This shows
workers were converging to the same incorrect transcription
for each clip. Since it is more difficult to provide an alternate transcription after primed with a "possible" transcription,
there is little incentive or guidance for workers to escape from
this local quality maximum. An example was with the clip
"Alexa, play music by Pearl Jam," which crowd workers in
early steps transcribed as "Alexa, play music by Burn Them."
Workers in subsequent steps tended to forward these incorrect
transcriptions, since it would require significantly more effort
to reject the transcription momentum of previous steps and
synthesize a new, isolated transcription. Future work may explore how to mitigate this bias while retaining the performance

benefits of iteration. One possibility is to introduce a source
of randomness at each step, either by providing no previous
transcriptions to a small set of "unbiased" workers, or by including ASR transcriptions at each step. Albeit error-prone,
these transcriptions could provide the necessary stimulus to
escape the local performance maxima.
Though we provide transcription times for the crowd-powered
approaches that we study, this paper focuses more on exploring approaches that may improve transcription quality. This
has an understandable tradeoff in latency: the iterative approach we used required more time than ASR for example,
but produced more accurate transcriptions. Given the latency,
usability of the present transcriptions are generally insufficient
for real-world use in interactive systems. However, we believe
future work can build on the insights that we provide to reduce
transcription time and while retaining high quality.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have explored the problem of deaf speech
recognition through a series of empirical studies. Our experiments demonstrate that individual crowd workers produced
higher quality transcriptions of deaf speech than automated
speech recognition, though word error rates of both approaches
were too high for real-world applications (0.70 versus 0.54
WER, respectively). Results from our studies of methods to
improve individual transcription performance found that modifying the speed of a clip had no significant effect on quality,
audio decomposition hurt transcription quality, and providing additional thematic context when present in the domain
improved transcription quality by 26%. Lastly, we evaluate
a state-of-the-art crowdsourcing approach by applying an iterative crowd-powered workflow as a means of improving
collective performance. We evaluated this approach on a set
of general sentences (Clarke dataset), as well as a dataset of
Alexa commands spoken by a DHH user, to simulate a level of
context that may present in real-world settings. While iteration
improved transcription quality for intelligibility levels 40 and
50 (52% and 74%, respectively), it failed to improve transcription quality for lower levels of intelligibility. In summary,
we have characterized the state-of-the-art in deaf speech transcription, evaluating methodologies ranging from automated
approaches to both individual and iterative crowdsourcing approaches. Our results aim to inform future approaches that
further improve both quality and latency to enable more robust,
accessible interactions with speech-based interfaces.
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